A Case Study on the Construction of a CLT Building Without a Preliminary Roof
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This paper focuses on cross-laminated timber (CLT) and how it is affected by the dynamic properties of moisture during installation in the cold and humid climate of Estonia. The moisture safety principles are designed using a case study of comparable activities with 4-D principles and on-site water content monitoring. On-site water content monitoring was done on the CLT elements that were installed and a parallel polygon specimen. Polygon testing was arranged with reduced size CLT elements subject to different conditions, with some exposed to the climate, some protected from precipitation, and some covered with film.

The moisture content (MC) of the uncovered horizontal CLT element that was exposed to the climate reached over 25% after higher precipitation and the MC after prolonged direct exposure can reach up to 40% in a week, giving a clear signal of high risk areas for moisture safety. Installing a partly weather protected CLT element without a preliminary roof is a high-risk arrangement, but is essentially possible in a cold and humid climate. Moisture safety planning and a lean strategy must be applied with timber construction.
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The building and construction industry is facing a significant challenge in reducing its carbon emissions (Lai et al., 2017). Greater use of wood-based materials helps to reduce the use of fossil-fuel energy and to mitigate climate change. Dodoo et al., (2010) show that the low-energy version of the cross laminated timber (CLT) building gives the lowest lifecycle carbon emissions while the conventional version of the beam-and-column building gives the highest lifecycle emissions. CLT-element design has been growing noticeably for the past decade in all leading European countries and in Central Europe in particular (Brandner et al., 2016; Hurmekoski et al., 2015; Schickhofer et al., 2017).

Introduction
Although the mechanical properties of CLT are equivalent in scale to those of several other main construction materials, using timber poses the severe issue of moisture safety (Öberg and Wiege, 2018) as moisture is the most important factor affecting the durability of wood and damage to it. Optimum moisture conditions for most decay fungi mean moisture content (MC) above fibre saturation, which is usually around 25-30% (Carll and Highley, 1999), and the upper safe limit for MC for CLT structures is considered to be 15-17% by mass depending on the vapour permeability of the covering material (Kukk et al., 2019; Lepage et al., 2017). If the moisture that is built in from exposure to weather conditions cannot be dried out from timber construction during the installation process, moisture safety can be considered to be compromised. Excess moisture means there is a critical issue in achieving moisture safety of wooden construction and shortens the service life of the building (Brischke et al., 2006; Kalamees, 2002).

The construction industry by its nature has many particular problems and requirements (Ofori, 2000). New technologies are resisted because they require changes to be made to processes that can entail risks and unforeseen costs (Häkkinnen and Belloni, 2011). Testing and evaluating new structures, technologies and construction processes in pilot projects helps to minimise risks before market launch. Moisture management has been cited as a difficult and expensive process that arises when building with wood frame structures (Globe Advisors, 2016). As fully moisture safe CLT construction technology is still relatively new in many countries, it also demands further research and development.

Three main options have been developed for weather protection during building, and these are scaffolding cover, stationary or movable roof cover, and climbable cover. Temporary tents have been used in Europe to protect entire project sites and provide good protection from rain, snow or wind (Constance Thivierge, 2011). In practice the temporary tents that can prevent rainwater damage or other weather protection solutions are not always used. This may be because the builder has inadequate experience of the moisture-safe construction principles, lacks knowledge of mould problems, or has previous experience with concrete structures that tolerate moisture a little better. If the temporary tent is omitted during the bidding stage, it is difficult to find the finances and time to add it to the construction budget and calendar later on.

This study analyses the options and risks for constructing a CLT-building without temporary movable tents covering the project site. The Viimsi State Gymnasium school building in Estonia was selected as a pilot project.

**Methods**

The case study building, Viimsi State Gymnasium school in Estonia, is one of the first public multi-storey buildings to be built mainly of CLT (Cross Laminated Timber). The design was produced by Novarc Group AS and KAMP Arhitektid OÜ in 2017, and the building was constructed by Merko Ehitus Eesti AS in 2018. The floor area was 4300 m² and construction cost was 6.1 million euros. CLT elements were used for the vertical and horizontal structure, Fig. 1.

![Overall view of the installation process for the CLT element (left). External and vertical CLT elements getting additional protective canvas (right).](image)
In this case study no temporary tent or preliminary roof for weather protection was set up during the installation process and so considerably greater risk was taken because there was no proper moisture safety plan in the bidding stage of the project. The CLT elements were protected only by packaging PE foil and were sealed during the production process to ensure the MC of 13%±2% declared by the factory, Peetri Puit OÜ.

**Moisture safety management principles**

The set up for this case study was to predict and map out the most critical positions of the CLT elements that were exposed to weather conditions during the installation process with minimal precautionary measurements for moisture safety. Preliminary on-site activities followed the “4D principles” of FPInnovations (Wang, 2016) – deflection, drainage, drying, and durable material, see Fig. 2.

All the vertical elements were sealed and moisture safe, but all the horizontal elements were unsealed before installation and subsequently covered. Accordingly the most critical positions are all the horizontal elements and the horizontal-vertical unit perimeter elements.

On-site moisture safety was divided into full-scale monitoring of CLT elements for their actual moisture status and monitoring of reduced size CLT element polygons, which were compared with the building construction. Additionally, laboratory measurements for capillary absorption were taken to understand the effect of water migration.

Wall elements were transported in packaging PE-foil and were kept in it during storage on site and after installation. The covering film for the floor element was removed before installation because it was joint specific, Fig. 3.
Moisture measurement

After installation of the CLT-elements, the water content was monitored using a pin electrode moisture meter (Extech MO290) with short pins of 10 mm for external layers and long pins of 80 mm to get internal results. The measuring was done during installation and the measuring points selected were the most critical positions for moisture, as discussed previously, Fig. 4.

Monitoring of moisture safety with a reduced size CLT element

Parallel polygon testing with reduced size vertical and horizontal CLT elements (300×1000×60mm) was done near to the building site to compare the MC of unsealed and covered CLT elements with the unsealed and uncovered elements in the real life building, Fig. 5. Three constant situations were set up to provide different moisture conditions, with elements unsealed and exposed to all weather conditions, elements unsealed but under protective cover, and elements sealed in the factory and kept unopened.

Capillary water absorption was measured in laboratory conditions (20 ± 2°C and RH 50 ±5%). Both vertical and horizontal element water exposure was imitated as seen in Fig. 6.
Construction process
The CLT installation period was eight weeks (20.02.2018 – 13.04.2018) and the installation of the CLT elements was done during a period of relatively high precipitation. The total rain load was over 90 mm, with individual higher results in one week above 30 mm. Fig. 7 shows the progress of the installation of the CLT elements and the rain intensity during this period. The horizontal elements were moderately exposed to standing water and infrequent snowfalls, both removed within a maximum of 15 hours as one of the principles of 4-D. It must be stated that snowfall precipitation wasn’t measured separately during the construction process due to deflection and drainage activities. Otherwise every 1 m3 of snowfall would add approximately 250 kg extra water risk for timber elements. The pre-planned 4-D moisture safety principles (Fig. 2) were an innovation for construction company and were mostly followed.

Results

Fig. 6
Capillary absorption imitation of vertical CLT element (left). Capillary absorption of the horizontal CLT element (right)

Fig. 7
Installed CLT elements: after one week (top left), after five weeks (top right), and after eight weeks (bottom left). Precipitation during the installation period (bottom right)
Site visits indicated that even when the horizontal surfaces were covered with preliminary foil, microbial growth was not prevented and in extreme cases the growth could be seen with the naked eye.

**Fig. 8**
Water (left) and microbial growth (right) on the CLT

---

**Moisture content in CLT elements exposed to precipitation**

The manufacturer declared the MC of the CLT was 13% ± 2%. In this case the study elements transported to the site had an initial water content of up to 13%, and mostly around 10% by mass. The MC of the CLT elements reached up to 15% by mass at the end of the installation process. Nevertheless a decreasing dynamic was apparent in time due to the sorption process, **Fig. 9**.

It was noted that the short pin electrodes (10 mm) clearly found higher moisture content in the horizontal elements than in the horizontal-vertical joints. However, the long pin electrodes (80 mm) indicated irregular moisture content results. If extremums are excluded, the average results are equivalent whatever the direction of the CLT element. This points to internal moisture safety for the CLT elements. However, precipitation type (rain/snow) wasn’t measured separately, it can be stated that rain has higher effect on MC compared to snow that was constantly removed from horizontal surfaces. But without deflection and drainage activities, snowfall would have considerable risk on the MC increase in CLT elements when melted as described above.

**Fig. 9**
The moisture content dynamics of the CLT elements after precipitation in the final phase of installation

---

![Graph showing moisture content dynamics](image)
Polygon testing moisture content in the CLT elements

Fig. 10 shows that after higher precipitation the uncovered and exposed horizontal CLT elements reached a moisture content of over 25% that lasted several weeks before falling below the 17% limit with the short pins that measure the external layer. The longer pins measuring internal moisture showed water content was below 25% after the precipitation but it took a month to dry out to 17%. For the CLT elements that were covered with no direct water contact, the MC remained under the upper safe limit of 17% both internally and externally.

Fig. 11 shows that the behaviour of the wall elements was similar but the MC was approximately 10 percentage points lower. The MC of the wall elements exceeded the upper safe limit and did not dry out during the final month of installation. The difference in the internal and surface moisture levels shows the importance of the measurement depth for the water content of the CLT elements. The key factor that must be pointed out for the horizontal-vertical joint performance is that the bottom end of the vertical element must be sealed with rubber or another waterproof layer to block capillary water migration, as seen previously in Fig. 6.

The capillary absorption results from the laboratory tests of the CLT elements show that prolonged direct water contact can lead to MC of up to 40% by mass in a week, which is a clear indicator of
high risk areas in the context of moisture safety. For future work, it would be relevant to examine water migration and its behaviour in the CLT structure subject to the orientation of the timber fibre. The current study showed that installing partly weather protected CLT elements without a preliminary roof is a high-risk arrangement in a cold-humid climate. The shortcomings in the construction technology, such as the lack of rain protection for the CLT and the absence of any moisture safety protocol during the construction period may lead to high humidity conditions for long periods in the externally insulated CLT panels, raising concern about condensation and the risk of mould developing (Kalamees et al., 2014). Therefore, moisture safety should be included as part of the design and manufacturing process and also the construction process. The ByggaF method is a good example of this (Mjörnell et al., 2011).

Öberg and Wiege, (2018) showed that a roof cover is required if the expected rain load is above 40 mm or the building time is over two weeks. In this case study the horizontal elements were moderately exposed to standing water but it was removed within a maximum of 15 hours as one of the principles of 4-D.

Although the current study showed that a preliminary tent should be required for construction with CLT when the aim is to construct a moisture safe building, CLT buildings have been successfully put up in Norway and Sweden without weather protection. However, it must be noted, that standing water was strictly prevented. In contrast, a serious moisture failure was reported from the Jätkäsaari district in Finland, where a new rental housing block district has fallen prey to water damage just one month after the occupants moved in (Bäckgren, 2017; YLE, 2017).

Polygon testing showed that uncovered and exposed horizontal CLT elements reached a moisture content of over 25% after higher precipitation. After exposure to prolonged direct water contact, the MC can reach up to 40% in a week. These results clearly support the use of temporary rain protection during the construction of wooden buildings.

When the CLT was protected during construction with preliminary PE-foils and 4-D moisture safety principles were implemented, the MC of the CLT was lower. If direct water contact was immediately eliminated from the CLT elements, the regions with the highest moisture risk are horizontal floor elements and floor-wall joints. Critical on-site positions did not exceed the upper safe limit of MC of 17% in the CLT elements with vapour permeable insulation, nor did the moisture migrate to the internal timber structure.

This case study showed that without protection from a preliminary roof or temporary tent, installing CLT elements without persistent moisture damage appearing is very risky, but still essentially possible. A factor that makes a considerable difference is the critical uncovered area limit. This case study finds that a locally protected area of up to 1350 m² and approximately 90 mm of precipitation within the installation period are manageable parameters. However, it must be strictly understood that moisture safety pre-planning and a lean strategy must be applied with timber construction.
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